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A NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

 

There are several conventions regarding the English spelling of the composer's 

name: Hwang-Long Pan, or Hwang Long Pan, Pan Hwang Long.  I have chosen to use 

the hyphenated version to clarify that his given name is Hwang Long, and his surname is 

Pan. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The Viola Concerto by Hwang-Long Pan (b. 1945) is a transcription of the composer's 

Cello Concerto (1996/1997) created at the request of the author in 2007 in order to enrich 

the concert repertory for solo viola, and to promote the music of one of China's most 

distinguished modern composers.  In his musical compositions, Pan translates ideas 

from Chinese music, philosophy, literature and art into contemporary sound imagery. 

This composition technique is what he refers to as yīn xiǎng yì jìng [音響意境] in Chinese, 

which literally means “Sonic Imagery.”  This document examines Pan's Cello Concerto 

(1996/1997), making use of the composer's sketches, interviews and other scholarship, to 

illustrate how the composer blends Western instrumentation and formal structure with 

elements of traditional Chinese music and philosophy.  The analysis reveals how Pan 

uses modern European compositional techniques such as symmetrical pitch structure, 

arch forms, and avant-garde performance practices in the Concerto. The author also 

discusses performance techniques required of the solo violist and other orchestral 

instruments in order perform the style of Chinese heterophonic music evoked in the 

Concerto and to realize the ornaments and special performance effects that Pan borrows 

from traditional Chinese instruments, such as the lute-like pipa.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Aim and Purpose 

The intent of this lecture recital is to provide a description of the compositional 

techniques and philosophies of Hwang-Long Pan as manifested in his Viola Concerto. 

His musical style displays influences both from Western and Eastern cultures. 

Hwang-Long Pan’s Viola Concerto (1997/2007) integrates elements of traditional 

Chinese music and philosophy with modern European compositional techniques, such as 

symmetrical pitch structures, arch forms, and avant-garde
1
 performance practices. 

Pan, in his treatise “The Philosophy of Sonic Imagery [音響意境],” discusses his 

compositional philosophy, including the fusion of Eastern and Western elements, 

particularly those of the European avant-garde.
2
 His unique “acoustic timbre” was 

                                                 
1
. Hwang-Long Pan, “The Philosophy of Sonic Imagery,” Department of Music, 

School of Music, Taipei National University of the Arts, http://music.tnua.edu.tw/~hlpan/ 

ideas.htm (accessed February 7, 2011). 

 
2
. Hwang-Long Pan, “The Philosophy of Sonic Imagery,” Department of Music, 

School of Music, Taipei National University of the Arts, http://music.tnua.edu.tw/~hlpan/ 

ideas.htm (accessed February 7, 2011); In his musical compositions Pan translates ideas 

from Chinese music, philosophy, literature and art into contemporary sound imagery. 

This composition technique is what he refers to as yīn xiǎng yì jìng [音響意境] which may 

be translated as “Sonic Imagery. ”For the purposes of this document, we may further 

define “Sonic Imagery” as the imaginative representation in musical sound of Chinese 

concepts, objects and feelings.  

http://music.tnua.edu.tw/~hlpan/
http://music.tnua.edu.tw/~hlpan/
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inspired by Chinese “traditional culture and philosophy.”
3
 These aspects of his 

compositional philosophy are integral to an appreciation of the Viola Concerto. 

The purpose of this document is to introduce Hwang-Long Pan’s music to 

countries outside Europe and Asia. The other aim is to enrich the repertory for concert 

viola. By comparison to other instruments, there are fewer compositions for the viola, 

especially solo pieces, such as this concerto.  The arrangement and transcription of 

original music for others instruments is a good way to augment the repertoire of any 

specific instrument.  This is not the first time a piece of music has been arranged or 

transcribed from another instrument for viola.  For example, Johannes Brahms arranged 

his two clarinet sonatas in F-minor and E-flat major, Op.120 for solo viola.  The 

concerto was originally written by Hwang-Long Pan for cello in 1996/1997.  With Pan’s 

consent, the concerto was transcribed in 2007 for viola and piano reduction by 

Cheng-Wen Chen, one of Pan's students.  The transcription puts the cello concerto in a 

register appropriate for viola. 

Literature Review 

Several sources document Hwang-Long Pan’s influences, professional career, and 

compositional style. One of Pan’s teachers, Helmut Lachemann, published an article in 

                                                 
3
. Pan, "Biography," Department of Music, School of Music, Taipei National 

University of the Arts, http://music.tnua.edu.tw/~hlpan/ideas.htm (accessed February 7, 

2011). 
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German discussing his theory of composition.
4
 Isang Yun (1917-1995) also discusses his 

ideas in a published interview.
5
 The composer himself penned a treatise concisely 

discussing his musical philosophy and compositional techniques.
6
 The Taiwanese 

musicologist Jin-Ming Luo wrote a biography of Pan that includes a review of his 

musical ideas, and offers a brief introduction to his major works.  Luo's volume includes 

illustrations of Pan's original composition sketches.
7
 Six pages are devoted to the Viola 

Concerto, where compositional techniques derived from Pan’s writing are briefly cited, 

including symmetrical design in association with tempo schema and orchestration.
8
 

Pan’s compositional techniques, as described in his writings, are highly innovative; 

however, their musical applications are not readily apparent. An explicit demonstration of 

these techniques would require formal analyses and musical examples beyond the scope 

of Luo’s survey. Yu-Jen Sung, a Taiwanese musicologist, has published three articles 

treating Pan’s music in greater depth. Two of these articles discuss individual 

                                                 
4
. Helmut Lachenmann, “Klangtypen der neuen Musik,” [translation] Zeitchrift 

fur Musiktheorie 1 (1970): 20-30. 

5
 Christian Martin Schmidt, “Gespräch mit Isang Yun [A Conversation with 

Isang Yun],” in   nstler in  erlin (Berlin: Ford Foundation, 1965), 68-69. 

6
. Pan, “The Philosophy of Sonic Imagery.” See also Pan, Modern Music’s 

Focus (Taipei, Taiwan: Chuan-Yin Music, 1983). 

7
. Ji-Min Luo, The Music Dream Generated from Ancient and Modern 

periods: Writing about Hwang- Long Pan (Taipei, Taiwan: China Times, 2005). 

8
. Ibid., 181-187. 
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compositions: the second string quartet and the Wandlungsphasen.
9
 The third article 

compares Pan’s music with that of two other German-influenced Taiwanese composers in 

terms of its innovative compositional style that synthesize Western and Eastern 

elements.
10

 Within a larger study, Fang-Lin Su includes a brief survey of Pan’s career 

and compositional techniques, focusing on his use of heterophony.
11

 

None of these sources investigates Pan’s innovative harmonic system. While his 

self-described compositional philosophies are frequently cited, the existing research does 

not provide supporting musical examples and analyses. Such analyses are needed to link 

theoretical ideas with specific methods of application. For instance, Pan’s much cited use 

of symmetry and traditional Chinese musical elements have never been explicitly 

demonstrated. My research intends to fill this gap with examples from, and analysis of, 

the Viola Concerto. 

To facilitate such a study, I have consulted relevant literature on symmetric 

principles in the music of two notable twentieth-century European composers: Béla 

Bartók and Alban Berg. Familiarity with their compositional techniques as explained by 

                                                 
9
. Yu-Jen Sung, “A Study of the String Quartet II (1977) of Pan Hwang Long,” 

Guandu Music Journal 5 (2006): 25-50; Sung, “A Study of Wandlungsphasen for Eight 

Players (1979/80) of Hwang-Long, Pan,” Guandu Music Journal 6 (2007): 75-94. 

10
. Yu Jen Sung, “The Innovation Rooted in the Tradition: Pan Hwang-Long’s, 

Tzeng Shing-Kwei’s, and Chien Nan-Chang’s Works during Their Study in Germany as 

Examples,” Guandu Music Journal 8 (2008): 81-104. 

11
. Fang-Lin Su, “The Application of the Concept of Heterophony in My 

Musical Composition” (DMA diss., Taipei National University of the Arts, 2007), 

97-107. For an adittioanl biographical sketch, see Francisco Feliciano, Four Asian 

Contemporary Composers (Quezon City, Philippines: New Day, 1993). 
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important theorists has refined my ability to identify symmetrical elements in Pan’s 

music and engage in meaningful discourse. 

Elliot Antokoletz, in a survey study of Bartók’s music, includes a comparison of 

symmetrical designs in the music Debussy, Stravinsky, Scriabin, Kodàly, Berg, Webern, 

and Bartók.
12

 Jonathan Bernard argues that symmetry is an essential aspect of Bartók’s 

music, citing dynamics, form, register use, and phrasings.
13

 While Bernard emphasizes 

the importance of inversionally symmetric structures, Richard Cohn maintains that such 

phenomenon can be viewed as the “byproduct of another design,” better understood 

through the compositional model of “transpositional combination.”
14

 George Perle, in a 

study of Bartók’s string quartets, found arch form structure applied to individual 

movements as well as the overall structure.
15

 Two definitive surveys of Alban Berg's 

music each devote considerable space to discussions of symmetry. Douglas Jarman finds 

symmetrical planning in large forms within many of Berg’s major works.
16

 David 

                                                 
12

. Elliot Antokoletz, “The Musical Language of Bartók: Historical 

Backgrounds,” in The Music of Béla Bartók: A Study of Tonality and Progression in 

Twentieth-century Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 1-25. 

13
. Jonathan W. Bernard, “Space and Symmetry in Bartók,” Journal of Music 

Theory 30, no. 2 (Autumn 1986): 185-201. 

14
. Richard Cohn, “Inversional Symmetry and Transpositional Combination in 

Bartók,” Music Theory Spectrum 10 (Spring 1998): 19-42. 

15
. George Perle, “Symmetrical Formations in the String Quartets of Béla 

Bartók,” in The Right Note: Twenty-three Selected Essays by George Perle on 

Twentieth-century Music (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon, 1995), 166-167. 

16
. Douglas Jarman, “Formal Structures,” in The Music of Alban Berg (London: 

Faber & Faber, 1979), 175-222. See also Jarman, Alban Berg: Wozzeck (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1989). 
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Headlam builds on this idea with an analysis of Berg’s interval cycle alignments and 

collections.
17

 

My study further examines Pan’s integration of traditional Chinese musical 

elements.  The works of Alan Thrasher and David Loeb have provided some necessary 

background information for research into this topic. Thrasher’s book provides valuable 

accounts of Chinese musical styles, characteristics, performance practices, and 

instruments throughout history.
18

 This book also contains illustrations that are 

outstanding sources for my proposed introduction to Chinese instruments. Loeb’s book 

concisely discusses the traditional music notation systems of East Asia.
19

 Basic 

knowledge of traditional Chinese music notation is required for my research because 

ancient Chinese music is not yet available in Western notation. 

Methodology 

I have employed the following steps of investigation: 

1.  I have reviewed the literature devoted to Pan’s professional career and music, 

including the composer’s philosophical treatise. This allowed familiarity with the 

                                                 
17

. David John Headlam, The Music of Alban Berg (New Haven, CT: Yale 

University Press, 1996). 

18
. Alan R. Thrasher, Chinese Musical Instruments (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2000). 

19
. David Loeb, Chinese and Japanese Musical Instruments and their Notation 

(New York: Harold Branch, 1972). 
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language and ideas associated with his music, especially his compositional techniques 

and influences. 

2.  I have conducted interviews with two experts on Pan’s music. These include 

Dr. Lin-Huei, Tsai [蔡凌蕙], distinguished former student of and appointed 

representatives for Hwang-Long Pan and Maestro Fuaso Kajim, conductor of the 

National Taiwan Symphony Orchestra, who recently performed the Cello Concerto under 

the supervision of the composer. I had the additional benefit of attending this 

performance. These interviews focused on Pan’s compositional philosophy and ideas for 

potential analysis of the Viola Concerto.  After the interviews with these experts, I 

realized there is a need of further investigation on the instrumental practice of harp and 

pipa, involved in the piece.  I conducted interviews with Qi-Mei, Hong
20

 [洪錡鎂], the 

harpist, as well as Jie-Ming, Du
21

 [杜潔明], a pipa concert performer, and his student, 

Xue-Man, Zhuang [莊雪曼].      

3.  Having acquired a solid investigative foundation from these sources and 

interviews, I searched the theoretical literature for writings on similar compositional 

techniques in the music of prominent twentieth-century European composers, especially 

Bartók and Berg. I also consulted standard sources on traditional Chinese music. 

                                                 

     
20

. Qi-Mei, Hong is a graduate of Conservatoire Nat Supérieur de Musique de 

Paris (CNSM de Paris) and first prize winner of “Concours Internationaux de Musique” 

by U.F.A.M (Union des Femmes Artistes Musiciennes) in 1998.  Qi-Mei, Hong is 
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4.  Pivotal to my analysis are Pan’s compositional sketches, including both those 

made during his studies in Europe and written specifically for the concerto. Ji-Ming Luo 

has published these dense, hand-written primary sources (see appxs. J-L).
22

 Using Finale 

software, I have transcribed and annotated these sketches. They include examples of pitch 

structures and thematic material used in the concerto (see figs. 5, 6, 9, 10,11and 13; see 

also appxs. B and C). 

5.  I have examined the concerto for examples of the compositional techniques 

identified in my preliminary research. This has taken several directions simultaneously. I 

analyzed the harmonic and melodic material for use of pitch structures and symmetry and 

examined the forms of the movements. I found arch form and other symmetrical designs 

throughout the concerto.  I also identified the presence of Eastern elements and their 

assimilation within the overall texture. This analysis incorporates many types of 

theoretical descriptions, including the fusion of Eastern and Western musical elements.  

In this document I have included analytical examples based on the use of pitch structures 

(see chapter five) and analyses involving Eastern elements (see chapter four.) 

Overview of Document 

     Following this discussion of intention and methodology, chapter two presents 

Hwang-Long Pan’s biographical profile.  This section includes an introduction to two of 

Pan's most important teachers during his study in Europe, Helmut Lachenmann (b. 1935) 

and Isang Yun (1917-1995), who respectively represent Western and Eastern culture. The 

                                                 
22

. Luo, The Music Dream, 183-185. 
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composition style of Lachenmann has great impact on Pan’s composition philosophy 

while Isang Yun’s renowned success in synthesizing the Western and Eastern elements 

provided an exemplary model to Hwang-Long Pan.  Chapter Three provides basic 

information on the background of the Viola Concerto, including the commission for the 

Cello Concerto, and the subsequent genesis of the Viola Concerto, as well as details 

regarding my hope that this work will represent an important addition to the viola 

repertoire.  Chapter Four provides a discussion of the Western and Eastern elements 

employed in the concerto, including the symmetrical design, the philosophy of Dao in 

Pan’s composition, the use of Chinese heterophonic style, as well as ornamentation and 

timbres transferred from the performance practice of Chinese instruments, such as di 

(transverse flute), xiao (end-blown flute), gu-zheng (zither) and pipa (lute).  Chapter 

Five offers information about Pan’s unique compositional techniques, including the 

application of what he calls "Pitch Structures," supported with selected music examples 

and “stratum principle” that is commonly seen in Pan’s music. Chapter Six presents my 

conclusions. A glossary of special notations for performance of the Viola Concerto is also 

included in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 2. BIOGRAPHY OF HWANG-LONG PAN 

 

Hwang-Long Pan was born in 1945 in Taiwan’s Nan-Tou county. Pan is 

currently the professor of composition at Taipei National University of the Arts located 

in Taiwan and considered to be the most influential composer in Taiwan.  

Pan received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Music from National Normal 

University, Taiwan, in 1971 and was awarded his artist diploma at Musikhochschule 

und Musikakademie, Zurich, in 1976.  During his two-year education at the 

Musikhochschule und Musikakademie, Pan studied composition with Hans Ulrich 

Lehman and theory with Robert Blum.  From 1978 to 1980, Pan continued to study 

composition with German composer Helmut Lachenmann at the Staatliche Hochschule 

fuer Musik und Theater in Hannover, and later with Korean composer Isang Yun at the 

Hochschule de Kuenste Berlin.   

It was during his study with Isang Yun that Pan established his particular 

composition style and became well known in Europe. Pan’s composition style  

influenced by both Helmut Lachenmann and Isang Yun, shows a balance between 

Western avant-garde compositional techniques and musical ideas developed from 

ancient Chinese musical concepts, such as Nan-Kuan (or Southern Winds music)
23

   

                                                 
23

. Nan-Kuan is also referred to as Nan-Yin. The music style was prevalent during 

the Tang (618-907 A.D.) and Song (960-1279 A.D.) Dynasties. It is still extant in the 

Fu-Chiang Province of China, Taiwan and South East Asia even after the invasion of 

nomadic tribes (304-439 A.D.) and Mongolian armies’ invaders (1271-1368 A.D.). Some 

archeologists believe that the music can be traced back to Han Dynasty (202 B.C. – 220 

A.D.) The Han-Tang Yuefu Music Ensemble, “The History of Nan-Kuan: ‘Southern 

Winds’ – A Brief Sketch,” The Han-Tang Yuefu Music Ensemble, http://www.hantang. 

com.tw/English/music.htm (accessed October 4, 2011).  
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Pan earned many awards for his music. In 1979, he was the winner of the 

Foerderpreis des Juergen-Ponto Kompositions-Wettbewerbs. In 1980, his 

“Wandlungsphasen” for Eight Players was named composition of year by International 

Gaudeamus Musik Week and performed by Ö sterreichisches Ensemble fur Neue Musik 

in Den Haag, Netherlands.  In December, 1982, Pan’s orchestral piece 

“Wandlungsphasen II” was commissioned and premiered by the Berlin Philharmonic 

Orchestra in a concert celebrating the 100
th

 anniversary of the orchestra.   

In addition to composing Pan serves as a cultural ambassador and arts advocate.  

In 1989 he founded and became the first president of the International Society for 

Contemporary Music (ISCM)-Taiwan Section.  During 1991-1996, he was invited to 

represent Taiwan at the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization.  In 1997 and 2001 Pan was invited to serve as a judge at Salzburg 

International Mozart Composition Competition in Austria.   

Pan's musical works have been widely performed by numerous ensembles 

around the world, including the Oesterr Ensemble fuer Neue Musik, Berlin 

Philharmonic Orchestra, the Ensemble Inter-Contemporain/IRCAM, the Philippine 

Philharmonic Orchestra, the Ju Percussion Group, the Taiwan National Symphony 

Orchestra, the Contemporary Chamber Orchestra of Taipei, the Shanghai Symphony 

Orchestra, the Contemporary Chamber Workshop, the ALEA III, Trio 
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Staege-Grimmer-Holliger, the Boston Modern Orchestra Project, International 

Gaudeamus Music Week, ISCM/WMD, Presences, and Hoergaenge.
24
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. Hwang-Long Pan, “Biography,” Professor Hwang-Long Pan’s Blog, under 

“Department of Music, School of Music, Taipei National University of the Arts,” entry 

posted July 16, 2003, http://music.tnua.edu.tw/~hlpan/ (accessed February 7, 2011). 
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 CHAPTER 3. THE CELLO CONCERTO AND ITS TRANSFORMATION       

AS MUSIC FOR VIOLA 

 

Commission for the Cello Concerto 

The concerto for violoncello and orchestra was commissioned by the Taipei 

Citizen Chamber Orchestra for performance with the Taiwanese-German cello virtuoso 

Wen-Xin Yang in 1997. Pan wanted to write a modern concerto. The concerto form is 

well-recognized as a strict and conservative music genre and as a signature 

instrumental form of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Pan wanted to create a 

modern concerto, and he stated: “it is necessary to seek a new mode of balance 

between tradition and innovation in terms of the aspects of sound materials, pitch 

structure, harmonic color, music forms, orchestration, etc.”
25

  It was with these 

principles in mind that Hwang-Long Pan created this concerto.  

The Musical Style of the Concerto for Violoncello and Orchestra 

In this composition, Hwang-Long Pan exquisitely fuses together many of the music 

characteristics that he learned from Helmut Lachenman and Isang Yun.  These 

seemingly contradicting characteristics, as well as elements of traditional Chinese music, 

are reflected in Pan’s compositions.   

Helmut Lachemann inherited the musical thinking of Anton Webern and Luigi 

Nono, and developing a postmodern, avant-garde philosophy.  He employed musique 

                                                 
25

. Ji-Min Luo, “Looking for One’s Own Musical Language,” in The Music 

Dream generated from Ancient and Modern Period: Writing about Hwang Long, Pan 

(Taipei: China Times Publishing Company, 2005), 182. 
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concrete instrumentale26, as composition material.
27

 On the other hand, Isang Yun 

followed Schoenberg and Bois Blacher’s musical thoughts to create his own musical 

technique known as Haupttöne technique (main-tone or principal tone technique).  This 

technique is a more conservative compositional style than Lachemann’s noise 

sonorities.
28

 Garrett Mellon in his article “Isang Yun” described the features of 

Haupttöne
 
 Technique:

29
 

The so-called “Haupttöne” revolved around developing melodies 

from a single center note and emphasized the importance of the center 

note by employing Tremolo, Glissando, Vibrato, Microtone and 

variation of dynamics. The “Haupttöne” could be implemented as a 

regular long note or it could imply the repetition of a certain note in a 

group of chords. The length of a Haupttöne is usually as long as a 

                                                 
26

. Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, s.v. “Lachenmann, Helmut,”  

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove

/music/15776 (accessed April 5, 2010); Lachenmann’s main purpose in building his 

music thinking of musique concrète instrumentale was to “explore a new sound world 

and to create compelling and logical musical works based predominantly on sonorities 

which had remained unused and hence uncontaminated in the past,” Grove Music Online, 

Oxford Music Online, s.v. “Lachenmann, Helmut,” http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. 

ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/15776 (accessed April 5, 

2010). 
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human’s breath and prior to the returning of the origin, the intervals 

between Haupttönes are from small to big, and from stepwise to leap 

motion. 

Hwang-Long Pan fused Western and East Asian styles. Dr. Jürgen Maehder, a 

professor at Freien Universität Berlin, describes Hwang-Long Pan's approach: “In his 

music scores, the sounds generated by the Western and Oriental instruments are 

merged into homogeneous sonorities...”
30

 

The music of the concerto reflects the results of decades of compositional 

experimentation.  Although the music philosophies of Lachenmann and Yun greatly 

influenced Pan, he never stopped finding and creating his own music language based 

on Chinese music philosophy. Through an analysis of the viola concerto, this study 

will demonstrate the details of Pan’s system of compositional theory employing what 

he calls “Sonic Imagery” [音響意境].  Also evident in the musical language of the 

concerto is Pan's use of the traditional Chinese heterophonic texture and 

instrumentation derived from ancient Chinese music known as Nan-Kuan
31

.  Pan’s 
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. Ji-Ming Luo, “Looking Back at the Sixty Years,” in The Music Dream 

generated from Ancient and Modern Period: Writing about Hwang-Long Pan (Taipei: 

China Times Publishing Company, 2005), 260-261. 
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music is also inspired by ancient Chinese poetry and art, particularly poems dating 

back to the Tang Dynasty (618-907 AD) as well as Chinese calligraphy.  Many of his 

works are programmatic and have titles derived from ancient Chinese poetry.   

One of the important features of the Hwang-Long Pan’s viola concerto is his use 

of symmetrical design at all levels, including harmony, motivic development and 

formal structure.  His utilization of symmetry in the viola concerto shows the 

influence from the musical style of major composers in the twentieth century in Europe, 

such as Igor Stravinsky, Béla Bartók, and Alban Berg.   

Genesis of the Viola Concerto 

 At the request of the author and with the consent of Pan, the concerto was 

transcribed in 2007 for viola and piano reduction by Cheng-Wen Chen, one of Pan's 

students.  The transcription puts the cello concerto in a register appropriate for viola.  

There is little difference between the viola edition and the original cello edition.  

Because my document is examining the arrangement for viola, the concerto will 

hereafter be referred to as the Viola Concerto. This transcription is an important 

addition to the twentieth-century solo viola repertoire.  This is not the first time a 

piece of music has been arranged or transcribed from another instrument for viola.  

For example, Johannes Brahms arranged his two clarinet sonatas in F-minor and E-flat 

major, Op.120 for solo viola.   
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CHAPTER 4. COMPOSITIONAL PRINCIPLES: SONIC IMAGERY 

Pan’s Philosophies of Sound 

Hwang-Long Pan’s deep understanding of both the musical culture of West and 

East allows him to establish a genuine synthesis of these two seemingly contradictory 

frames.  His synthesis of the elements of East and West in his music shows his 

aesthetic interest in the concept of unity within variety.  In his music, Pan fuses 

Western and Eastern elements that exist in both cultural frames, but which differ in 

specific realization.  For example, symmetry is valued in both cultures.  In his 

concerto Pan synthesizes intervallic and formal symmetry inspired by Western 

compositional strategies with the Eastern concept symmetrical balance of Yin and 

Yang.   

Pan's idea of employing the principle of Yin and Yang in the concerto reveals his 

basic compositional philosophy.  Yin and Yang are two opposing yet complementary 

elements. In the composition of the Viola Concerto, the synthesis of the Western and 

Eastern music materials that are often quite contradicting to each other signifies 

interaction of the elements of Yin and Yang.   

A Note on Special Terminology: Pitch Structure 

One unconventional term used extensively in my analysis requires an explicit 

definition. A “pitch structure” [音高結構] is a set of pitches containing a certain 

intervallic order. The concept was developed by Pan, and the term is an English 
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adaptation of the composer’s Chinese-language terminology.
32

 The types of the chords 

created by pitch structures may be categorized as mixed-interval chords, as defined by 

Kostka.
33

 Pitches, rather than pitch-classes, comprise pitch structures and are therefore 

not considered equivalent under octave transposition. 

Symmetrical Design in Western Composition 

 

     The Western elements applied in the viola concerto by Hwang-Long Pan are the 

Western traditional instrumentation and orchestration, the compositional techniques of 

inversion and retrograde inversion, and his use of the traditional forms, including sonata 

form, rondo form, binary form, ternary form, as well as arch form.  Symmetry is an 

overriding compositional principle, evident in the harmony, motivic development, and 

formal structure in the Viola Concerto.  His use of symmetry links Pan to major 

twentieth-century European composers, including Igor Stravinsky, Béla Bartók and 

Alban Berg. 

     The symmetrical design is one of the main features in Pan's Viola Concerto. It 

develops techniques of symmetrical composition used by Western composers, 

especially those working in the early twentieth century, and also incorporates ideas 

                                                 
32

. For examples of pitch structures, see figures 1~5 on Chapter Five. 

33
. Stefan Kostka, Materials and Techniques of Twentieth-Century Music, 3rd ed. 

(New Jersey: Pearson Prentice Hall, 2006), 62-63. 
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regarding symmetrical balance derived from Eastern Asian philosophy of Yin and 

Yang, in terms of the rhythmic, harmonic, melodic and formal contour.
34

  

      Pan seems to have been particularly influenced by the “symmetrical pitch 

collections” displayed in Stravinsky’s Le sacre du printemps (Rite of Spring), 

particularly the “Mystic Circle of the Young Girls” and the arch form exemplified in 

Béla Bartók’s String Quartet No. 5 (1934).
35

   

     Elliot Antokoletz in his book The Music of Béla Bartók: A Study of Tonality and 

Progression in Twentieth Century stated that “a collection of pitches is symmetrical if 

the intervallic structure of one-half of it can be mapped into the other half through 

mirroring, i.e., literal inversion.”
36

 He mentioned that in the “Mystic Circle of the 

Young Girls” of Stravinsky’s Le sacre du printemps (Rite of Spring), the tonic chord 

in B major-minor and the melody in the first viola based on (B-C#-E-F#) share a 

mutual axis of symmetry (D-D#).  He notes as well as a four-note symmetry 

                                                 

 
35

. “The phenomenon of symmetry in the music of Béla Bartók has received 

considerable attention in the critical literature of the past thirty years. In the process, a 

fascinating variety of information has come to light. Symmetry has been depicted as an 

influence upon structure on many levels, ranging from the smallest to the largest of 

contexts….” Jonathan W Bernard, “Space and Symmetry in Bartók,” Journal of Music 

Theory 30, No.2 (Autumn, 1986): 185; Larry J. Solomon, “Symmetry as a Compositional 

Determinant,” PhD diss., Rev. ed. (West Virginia University, 2002) in Solomon’s Music 

Resources, http://solomonsmusic.net/diss.htm#Preface (accessed January 18, 2012). 

Larry J. Solomon in his dissertation Symmetry as a Compositional Determinant 

mentioned that the “Symmetry” is commonly seen in numerous examples throughout 

musical history, such as isorhythmic motets, sonata rondo, mirror chords, parallel 

organum, arch form, serial operations, circle of fifths and sequence.  

 
36

. Elliot Antokoletz, “The Musical Language of Bartok: Historical Backgrounds” 

in The Music of Béla Bartók: a Study of Tonality and Progression in Twentieth Century 

(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1984), 8. 
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(B-C#-E-F#) that forms the exclusive pitch content of the ostinato pattern in the celli 

and bassi (see fig. 1).
37

  Antokoletz further pointed out that the axial pitches of D and 

D# are respectively added to “the four-note symmetry (B-C#-E-F#)” in the horn at m. 

m. 6 and “the main thematic line of” of the first viola at m. m. 7.
38

 

  

                                                 
37

. Ibid. 
38

. Ibid. 
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Figure 1. Stravinsky, Le sacre du printemps (The Rite of Spring), “Mystic Circle of the  

Young Girls,” first eight measures [Adapted from Elliot Antokoletz, “The Musical 

Language of Bartok: Historical Backgrounds” in The Music of Béla Bartók: A Study of 

Tonality and Progression in Twentieth Century (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of  

California Press, 1984), 8.] 
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Stefan Kostka in Chapter Seven-“Form in Twentieth-Century Music” of his book 

Materials and Techniques of Twentieth-Century Music observes: 

The interest that some composers have in various kinds of 

symmetry is reflected in their use of arch form, a term for any 

formal structure that reads the same forwards and backwards.
39

 

Kostka identifies Bartok’s String Quartet No. 5 (1934) as a typical example of an arch 

form with respect to its overall plan:
40

  

I. Allegro 

II. Adagio Molto 

III. Scherzo and Trio (Vivace) 

IV. Andante 

V. Finale (Allegro Vivace) 

 

The plan above shows the symmetrical tempo scheme of Fast-Slow-Fast-Slow-Fast.  

In his article “The String Quartets of Béla Bartók”, George, Perle explained: 

  [Bartok’s String Quartet No. 5 (1934)] too has five movements 

symmetrically related to one another, with the first and second paired 

with the fifth and fourth respectively, by means of similar tempi and 

thematic material. The central movement, however, is a scherzo 

                                                 
39

. Stefan Kostka, “Form in Twentieth-Century Music” in Materials and 

Techniques of Twentieth-Century Music, 3
rd

 ed. (New Jersey: Pearson Prentice Hall, 

2006), 146-147. 
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rather than a slow movement, and flanking this are two slow 

movements rather than scherzo as in the Fourth Quartet.
41

 

Kostka further pointed out that within the same piece, the first movement “combines 

sonata form with the arch idea in various ways, the most obvious being a reverse 

recapitulation,” and “the second movement exhibits a more straightforward arch design: 

(A B C B’ A’).”
42

    

 Similar to Bartok’s String Quartet No. 5, mentioned above, the Viola Concerto by 

Hwang-Long Pan uses an arch form in terms of its overall plan as well as the formal 

design in the first movement. 

Symmetrical design in Pan’s Viola Concerto 

Pan emphasizes the idea of symmetry in the composition of the Viola Concerto.  

Symmetry is a universal aesthetic principle valued in both Western and Eastern culture.   

Pan uses symmetry as a major foundation for the integration of Western and Eastern 

elements in addition to highlighting distinct manifestations of this concept.  His desire 

to balance the distinct characteristics of the West and East may reflect the philosophy 

of Yin and Yang which balances contrasting and opposing, yet complementary, 

elements. More details about Ying and Yang follow later in the section of this 

document addressing Eastern Elements. 

                                                 
41

. Perle, George. “Symmetrical Formations in the String Quartets of Bela Bartok,” 

in The Right Note: Twenty-Three Selected Essays by George Perle on Twentieth-Century 

Music, (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1995), 166-167. 
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Symmetry is evident in Pan's design of the principal rhythmic motive, melodic 

contour, important pitch collections and formal design in the Viola Concerto.  Pan 

considers symmetry as an important universal value and draws upon this principle to 

create his own music language. His notion of symmetrical order at all levels conforms 

to the cosmology of Macrocosm and Microcosm and is a crucial determinant in his 

viola concerto.  

 We may begin by noting rhythmic motive X:  ( ), a symmetrical 

positioning of the two eighth notes surrounding a single quarter note, such as the solo 

viola in mm. 44, 53,54-55, 60, 62-64 and 70 in the third movement of the concerto (see 

fig. 2).  
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Figure 2. Rhythmic Motive X:  ( ) in Solo Viola in mm. 49-70 in the Third  

Movement  

 

Pan also uses symmetrical melodic contour.  Larry J. Solomon offers a music example 

concisely illustrating the “reflectional or mirroring” symmetrical concept with an axial 

pitch of C5 (marked the letter ‘y’) that usually acts as an important compositional 

determinant (see fig. 3).
43
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. Larry J. Solomon defined the “symmetry” (as a compositional determinant), “as 

a congruence which results from the operations of ‘reflection’ (See Example 2), ‘rotation’ 

(See Appendix 5-1 & 5-2), or ‘translation’ (See Appendix 5-3).” Larry J. Solomon, 

“Symmetry as a Compositional Determinant,” PhD diss., Rev. ed. (West Virginia 
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Figure 3. “Temporal Reflection in Musical Figure.”
44

 

 

One of the common figures in the concerto that exhibits the reflectional or 

mirroring symmetry mentioned above is a group of three notes that share the same 

duration.  Although the first and the last note of the figure are the same pitch, the 

interceding note leaps up and back as such: .   For instance, this pattern 

appears in solo viola in mm. 4~6, 7~11, 17, 19, 21~22, 27 and 36 in the first movement.  

Both pitch and the rhythm of the figure display an inherently symmetrical arch shape 

(see fig. 4).   

  

                                                                                                                                                 

University, 2002) in Solomon’s Music Resources, http://solomonsmusic.net/ 

diss.htm#Preface (accessed January 18, 2012).  

 
44

. The music example is derived from the following source: Larry J. Solomon, 

“Symmetry as a Compositional Determinant,” PhD diss., Rev. ed. (West Virginia 

University, 2002) in Solomon’s Music Resources, http://solomonsmusic.net/ 

diss.htm#Preface (accessed January 18, 2012). 
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Figure 4. Reflectional or Mirroring Symmetry in the Solo Viola in mm. 4~43 in the First 

Movement of the Viola Concerto 
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A third and common way that Pan creates symmetrical structures is via the 

symmetrical juxtaposition of Pitch Structures, including Pitch Structure A and A (i), B 

and B (i), C, D and E (see figs.5, 6, 9, 10 and 11).  Noteworthy is the fact that Pitch 

Structure D (see figs. 11-12) is radial-symmetrical.  More detailed discussion appears in 

the later section devoted to Yin and Yang in this chapter, and in the section titled Theory 

and Application of Pitch Structure, in Chapter five.     

Pitch Structures A and A (i) (see fig. 5), share the same intervallic order yet with 

differing ascending (A) and descending A (i) motions.  These collections appear in 

Pan’s concept sketch of the concerto.   

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5. Pitch Structures A and A (i) 

 

 

 

     The genesis of the Pitch Structures B and B (i) in the concept sketch is based on the 

symmetrical design (see fig. 6).  Pan's sketches also presents pitch Structures B and B (i) 

which further reveals the composer’s intent on utilizing symmetrical structures.  As 
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Figure 2 shows, Pitch Structures B and B (i) take on quintal (B) and quartal (B (i)) 

intervallic designs.  Hwang-Long Pan’s preoccupation with symmetry manifests itself 

most strikingly in the transpositional relationship shown between the two collections.  

This relationship consists of an intervallic sequence (m2-m3-P4-P5-M6-M7) that appears 

identically in both ascending and descending directions.  The point of symmetry is 

situated between the two sequences.   

      One of the typical examples of the use of selected pitches of B and B(i) which 

respectively are (B1flat-F1-C2-G2-D3-A3-E4-B4-F5#-C6#-G6#-D7#) and 

(A1-D2-G2-C3-F3-B3 flat-E4 flat-A4 fla5-D5 flat-G5 fla5-B5-E6) is in m. 39 in the 

fourth movement of the viola concerto by Hwang-Long Pan (see fig. 7). The pitches of 

D3 in the cello and bass, and A3 in the harp in the first half of m. m. 39, form a perfect 

fifth, while the pitches of E4 flat and A4 flat form a perfect fourth in the latter half of m. 

39. 
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Figure 6. Pitch Structures B & B(i) 
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Figure 7. Measure 39 in the Fourth Movement of the Viola Concerto 
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Pitch structure C
45

 is a palindromic sequence of recurring intervals of minor third, 

minor second and minor third formed by four notes (see fig. 8).  The first and the second 

note as well as the third and the last notes both create two groups of the same intervals of 

minor third which forge the symmetry, which is illustrated as follows: The two groups of 

the same intervals of minor third created by the first and the second notes as well as the 

second to the last and the last notes displays two symmetrical wings, with the central axis 

of the interval of minor second formed by the second and penultimate notes (see figs. 8- 

10). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
45

. Noteworthy is the fact that Structure C is derived from Structure B which 

consists of stacked perfect fifths, analogous to the open string of the cello or viola (see fig. 

10).  The extensive use of consecutive pitches of open strings-C2, G2, D3, A3 are in the 

harmony of pitch structure B which is designed at the very beginning in his concept 

sketch (see fig. 10).  The pitch structure B, although constructed based on the quintal 

relationship, in this case, is also in the pattern of a scale that usually contains the 

notes-C2, G2, D3 and A3.  In that, these short notes played by the open strings create a 

strong resonance that accompanies the longer notes in the treble staves and fortifies the 

dynamic levels of the passage.  The musical figures and the resonance of the open 

strings mentioned above actually imitate the characteristic musical features and 

performance practice of pipa, a four-stringed Chinese instrument that resembles the lute.  
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Figure 8. Interval content of Pan's Pitch Structure C. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Scalar Presentation of Pitch Structure C. 
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Figure 10. Pitch Structures B and C 

 

 

Pitch Structure D is centered around an axis note (in the example: middle C) 

surrounded by expanding intervals in both directions-upward and downward.  The 

interval class of Pitch Structure D is < 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 > (see fig. 11).  If 
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we draw the circular line on the numbers in the interval class of Pitch Structure D in the 

numeric order of 1→2→3→4→5→6→7→8→9→10, the spiral orbit that shows the 

radial symmetry is displayed (see fig. 12).   

 

 

Figure 11. Pitch Structure D < 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 > 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. The Radial Symmetry of Pitch Structure D 
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Pitch structure E is the typical example of Pan’s use of symmetrical concept in the 

design of the pitch structure (fig. 13).  The Pitch Structure E can be divided into two 

parts- the upward and downward pitch structures starting from c1 in the center.  The 

upward and downward pitch structures both are organized by the sequence of the 

intervals of m2-M2-m3-M3-P4-+4-P5 beginning from the center note-c1.  The upward 

and downward pitch structure with the same sequence of intervals that shares the 

center-c1 shows the symmetry.   
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Figure 13. The Pitch Structure E 

 

 

This symmetrical design of pitch structure E with two wings of symmetrical pitch 

structures reminds us the symmetrical fish patterns within the symbol of the Ying and 

Yang (☯) which maybe more precisely illustrated as follows ( see fig. 14):   

 

 

 

 

                               

 

Figure 14. Symmetrical Pattern in the Symbol of Ying and Yang 
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Arch Form: The Microcosm within the Macrocosm 

At first glance, the viola concerto does not seem to follow any conventional 

realization of concerto form.  However, Hwang-Long Pan incorporates conventional 

formal structures in the composition, including sonata form, rondo form, binary form and 

ternary form as well as arch form.  Moreover, as for the formal design for his viola 

concerto, he follows the prototype of the formal structure of Béla Bartók’s Fifth String 

Quartet with the design of the arch concept.
46

 Like Bartok, Pan uses arch form in both 

the structure of the first movement, which is also in sonata form, and in the entire 

concerto (see figs. 15 and 16).  In other words, the first movement of the viola concerto 

is in the composite form that incorporates the entire sonata.  

In the recapitulation of first movement of the viola concerto, the return of theme 

II precedes that of theme I, thus appearing in reverse order from their presentation in the 

exposition section.  Therefore, Theme I-Theme II-Development-Theme II-Theme I 

forms a symmetrical arch form.  Furthermore, the five movement concerto can be 

viewed as a single movement with five sections.  

In terms of the materials for the composition, as previously mentioned, there are 

two materials for composition: the Primary and the Secondary thematic materials.  The 

first and the last movements, as well as the second and the second-to-the-last movements 

respectively, share the Primary and the Secondary thematic materials. Thus, by taking the 

                                                 
46

. Bartok’s String Quartet No. 5 has five movements symmetrically related to one 

another, with the first and second paired with the fifth and fourth respectively, by means 

of similar tempi and thematic material. The central movement, however, is a scherzo 

rather than a slow movement, and flanking this are two slow movements rather than 

scherzo as in the Fourth Quartet.  
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larger picture, with the third movement as the central axis, the first and the last 

movements both possess the same thematic material, and in the relative position display 

the symmetrical frame, and so do the fourth and the last movements.  

In her article “Looking for One’s Own Musical Language,” in The Music Dream 

generated from Ancient and Modern Period: Writing about Hwang Long, Pan, Ji-Min 

Luo suggests that Pan employs a symmetry in his design of the tempi of the five 

movements of the viola concerto.  The order of: 1. Largo-Andante (Fast), 2. Adagio 

(Slow), 3. Allegro (Fast), 4. Adagietto (Slow) and 5. Moderato (Fast) displays a 

symmetrical balance with the Allegro (Fast) in “the third movement as a central axis.”
47

  

Ji-Min Luo also points out that symmetrical design also appears in Pan's 

orchestration of the five movements. Pan scores the first, third and fifth movement of the 

viola concerto for full orchestra, while he scores the second and fourth movements for 

reduced orchestra.
48

  Except for the cello/viola solo (and percussion, in my opinion), the 

second movement is scored for the complete string section minus winds, while the second 

half of the second movement (mm. 35-71) is scored for the woodwind section along with 

                                                 
47

. “The tempi of the five movements in turn are Largo turning to Andante, Adagio, 

Allegro, Adagietto and Moderato” which, “with the third movement as an axis,” shows 

“the change of the tempi from slow to fast and again to slow.” Ji-Min Luo, “Looking for 

One’s Own Musical Language,” in The Music Dream generated from Ancient and 

Modern Period: Writing about Hwang Long, Pan (Taipei: China Times Publishing 

Company, 2005), 181.  

 
48

. Ji-Min Luo, “Looking for One’s Own Musical Language,” in The Music Dream 

generated from Ancient and Modern Period: Writing about Hwang Long, Pan (Taipei: 

China Times Publishing Company, 2005), 181. 
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French Horn (mm. 35-69).
 49

 The entire fourth movement, on the other hand, is scored 

without woodwind instruments.
50

  Such a symmetrical approach to orchestration 

reminds us of the symmetrical structure used by Alban Berg in his orchestral arrangement 

of his Seven Early Songs, Berg's third song is scored for strings, the fifth for woodwind 

only, with the second and sixth songs set for reduced orchestra, and the first and seventh 

songs with full orchestra, with central fourth movement as an axial pivot.
51

   

Pan's use of arch form in his design of the first movement and of the whole piece 

conforms to his philosophy regarding cosmology.  He sees a unity between the 

Macrocosm and the Microcosm.  The structures of arch form used in the design of the 

interrelation among all five movements may be viewed as the Macrocosm, and it 

proportionately corresponds to those in the first and last movements, which represents the 

Microcosm. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
49

. Ji-Min Luo, “Looking for One’s Own Musical Language,” in The Music Dream 

generated from Ancient and Modern Period: Writing about Hwang Long, Pan (Taipei: 

China Times Publishing Company, 2005), 181.  Ji-Min Luo particularly pointed out that 

the whole second movement is scored without Harp. 

 
50

. Ibid. 

 
51

. Douglas Jarman. “Conclusions,” in The Music of Alban Berg. (London: Faber & 

Faber, 1979), 240. 
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Structure of the Movements 

The first movement is constructed on variation of the primary thematic material 

which can be divided into three parts, and labeled PTM1, PTM2, and PTM3 (see figs. 

16-18).
52

  Pan outlined all them in his sketches from the very beginning.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. The First Primary Thematic Material (1st PTM) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
52

. In Pan’s original version of conception sketch, 1HT, 2HT and 3HT are 

respectively assigned to the first, second and third primary thematic materials.  HT is the 

German abbreviation of “haupthema” (see appendix J) which translates to “primary 

theme.”  
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Figure 17. The Second Primary Thematic Material (2
nd

 PTM) 
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Figure 18. The Third Primary Thematic Material (3
rd

 PTM) 

 

 

The second movement is in binary form.  It is built on the secondary thematic 

material which can be divided into five parts: STM2, STM3, STM4, STM5, based upon 
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Pan's sketches (see figs. 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23). The fourth (4th STM) and fifth (5th STM) 

thematic materials are in some way the inversions of the third (3rd STM) and the second 

(2nd STM) thematic materials.  

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 19. The First Secondary Thematic Material (1
st
 STM)  
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Figure 20. The Second Secondary Thematic Material (2
nd

 STM) 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. The Third Secondary Thematic Material (3
rd

 STM) 
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Figure 22. The Fourth Secondary Thematic Material (4
th

 STM) 
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Figure 23. The Fifth Secondary Thematic Material (5
th

 STM)  

 

The third movement is in rondo form. This is the development of partially derived 

primary and secondary thematic materials.  The primary and secondary thematic 

materials (see figs. 16-23) are shown in the initial concept sketch previously mentioned 

(see appendix J).   

The fourth movement is in ternary form marked by a rhythmic motive produced by 

the bowed ricochet on the string, as well as segments of the Secondary thematic materials.  

For example, the solo part in mm. 32-38 is the retrograde inversion of entire passage of 

3rd STM, the solo part in mm. 53-56 is the derivation from the mm. 4-6 of the 1st STM 

and the solo part in mm. 63-71 is the use of the whole passage of 1st STM.   

The fifth movement is again in sonata form where the theme I is absent in the 

recapitulation.  This movement is the expansion and development of the thematic 

materials of the primary thematic material, for instance, the woodwind section in mm. 
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7-11 is the display of the whole passage of 1
st
 PTM and the string section in 19-20 is use 

of the segment of the m. 2 of 2
nd

 PTM.   

 Charts mapping the formal structure of each movement follow (see figs. 24-28). 
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Figure 24. The Formal Structure of the First Movement 
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Figure 26. The Formal Structure of the Third Movement 
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Figure 27. The Formal Structure of the Fourth Movement 
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Eastern Elements 

 Pan draws upon two main sources for Eastern musical characteristics in his viola 

concerto: 1) the philosophy of Dao, 2) traditional Chinese heterophonic music. 

Traditional Chinese Heterophonic Music 

Isang Yun, the teacher of Hwang-Long Pan, whose music is also greatly influenced 

by traditional Chinese music, explained that while in Western music a single tone/sound 

is significant only if is part of a melodic line or a vertical harmonic group, the situation is 

different in Eastern Music.  He notes that in East Asian music, every single tone/sound 

is considered as a musical event and every note has its own life.
53

  Isang Yun 

particularly compares his music idea of use of a tone with the art of Chinese Calligraphy: 

              ...One might compare our tones with brush strokes in contrast 

to a pencil line.  From the moment it is sounded until it fades away, 

each tone is subject to changes, it is equipped with appogiaturae, 

tremoli, glissandi and dynamic alterations, above all the natural 

vibration of each tone is consciously made use of in the design.  

Changes of pitch are regarded less as melody-forming intervals than 

as part of the ornamental function and scale of expression of one and 

the same tone.  This treatment of the single tones distinguishes my 

work from other contemporary music.  This is how it acquires its 

unmistakable Asian coloring which even untrained listeners will 

notice.  One of my problems is how to render this quite different 

                                                 
53

. Hwang Long Pan, "The Music Compositional Philosophy of Sonority Imagery," 

(1991), http://music.tnua.edu.tw/~hlpan/ideas.htm (accessed 7 10, 2010). Hwang Long 

Pan "The Philosophy of Concretism of Music Aesthetic Imagery of Sonority" (1991), 

http://music.tnua.edu.tw/~hlpan/ideas.htm (accessed July 10, 2010). 

Christian Martin Schmidt, "Gespräch mit Isang Yun (A Conversation with Isang Yun)." in 

Künstler in Berlin. Artists in  erlin. Artistes à  erlin., (Berlin: Ford Foundation, 1965), 

68-69. 
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conception of tonal character by means of European instruments, for 

which I am writing exclusively. 

                We can compare our music art of single note with the art of 

strokes of Chinese Calligraphy rather than the strokes by pencils.  

From the beginning to the end, the whole process of the single note 

displays the prolifically artistic changes.  During the process, the 

single note is retouched by different ornamentations, appoggiaturas, 

vibratos, portamento and dynamic changes.  Particularly the natural 

vibrato is used consciously as a media for retouching the artistic 

process of the produce of single note.
54

 

 

Traditional Chinese composers are interested in melodic beauty but they also 

consider the aesthetic meaning of every single note within the melody, because 

Chinese composers believe that every single note is a small individual world.  The 

study of how to make every single note meaningful has been the major goal for 

Chinese composers.  The goal is usually achieved through heterophony, creating 

simultaneously presented of variations of a main melody. 

The major methods of heterophonic variations on the main melody usually 

involve ornamentation.  Heterophonic ornamentations may include glissandos, 

appoggiaturas, and grace notes that are similar to appoggiaturas but are much shorter, 

such as Zeng Yin
55

, depending on different instruments.  Such heterophonic 

ornamentation is the main feature in Pan’s concerto. The use of glissando is the most 

                                                 
54

. Christian Martin Schmidt, "Gespräch mit Isang Yun (A Conversation with Isang 

Yun)." In Künstler in  erlin. Artists in  erlin. Artistes à  erlin., (Berlin: Ford 

Foundation, 1965), 68-69.  
55

. “Zengyin, ‘presenting note’ (example 3.1e), is an upper neighbor note added to 

the end of a sustained note. It is played lightly and quickly and, when executed correctly, 

gives the sense of an upward turn in the note’s shape rather than a movement to another 

pitch.” John Lawrence Witzleben, “Three: Instruments” in Silk Bamboo Music in 

Shanghai: Jiangnan Sizhu Instrumental Ensemble Tradition, (Kent, Ohio: The Kent State 

University Press, 1995), 39. 
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prominent technique use in playing Chinese string instruments, such as er-hu,.  The 

sliding sound may be the first impression that Western audiences form regarding 

Chinese music.   

Heterophonic ornamentation of Nan-Kuan style is one of the characteristics in 

Pan’s musical language.  The ornamentation is as important as the melodic line in 

Nan-Kuan music and the Chinese lute, known as the pipa, plays a major role as the 

leader of the ensemble. This is important to remember when we discuss the influence 

of pipa technique upon the music in the viola concerto.  

In Chinese visual arts, such as Chinese Calligraphy, the variation on the single 

basic element of the art work is also very common,.  Each stroke of a Chinese 

character in Calligraphy is fortified with embellishment.  The beginning and the end 

of each stroke in Chinese Calligraphy are well prepared which is different from the 

stroke of pencil (see fig. 29).  
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Figure 29. Chinese Character for Perpetuity. Source: http://202.175.81.109/wiki/ 

index.php?doc-view-62  

 
 

 Through the understanding of the Chinese visual arts, we are able to acquire 

deeper understanding of the aesthetic value of Chinese music.  Traditional Chinese 

scholars are usually sufficiently accomplished in “lyre-performance (music), chess, 

calligraphy and painting
56

.”  According to Professor Jie-Ming, Du during an 

interview with the author, Chinese scholars believe that these four types of art are 

highly inter-related
57

.  He further stated that Chinese scholars consider that a 

                                                 
56

. Qing Chun, Lee, “Recreation History of Literati Identity and its Influence on 

Literary Theory,” Literary Review, no. 3, (2012), under “China Social Science Net,” 

http://cssn.cn/news/673841.htm (accessed March 21, 2013). 

 
57

. Jie-Ming,Du, interview by author, Tainan, Taiwan, March 5, 2013.  

 

http://202.175.81.109/wiki/%20index.php?doc-view-62
http://202.175.81.109/wiki/%20index.php?doc-view-62
http://cssn.cn/news/673841.htm
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musician must have the understanding of these four types of art in order to attain high 

level of meaningful musicianship.   

The Philosophy of Dao 

The major philosophy in China is the cosmology of Dao which also influences 

politics, science, languages, art, and music throughout East Asia.  Like many 

composers from East Asia, Pan is inspired by the cosmology of Dao
58

.  Two 

representative aspects of the cosmology of Dao that influence Pan's composition have 

already been mentioned: the concepts of (1) “Ying and Yang” (☯59
) and (2) the notion 

of “Macrocosm and Microcosm” (akin to the mathematical concept of fractals, where 

the parts reflect the ratios of the whole). 

                                                 
58

. According to the Chinese Classical book of Dao, “the Book of Changes 

(Yi-Jing)”, there are two complementary opposite forces of energies in the universe, 

namely Yin and Yang.  Chinese people believe that everything that is tangible has two 

aspects of Ying and Yang.  “Yin is a symbol of earth, femaleness, darkness, passivity, 

and absorption.  It is present in even numbers, in valleys and streams, and is represented 

by the color orange, and a broken line.  Yang is conceived of as heaven, maleness, light, 

activity, and penetration.  It is present in odd numbers, in mountains, and is represented 

by the dragon, the color azure, and an unbroken line.  The two are both said to proceed 

from the Great ultimate (Taiji), their interplay on one another (as one increases the other 

decreases) being a description of the actual process of the universe and all that is in it.  

In harmony the two are depicted as the light and dark halves of a circle.” Encyclopedia 

Britannica Online, Academic Edition, s.v. “yingyang,” http://www.britannica.com. 

ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu EBchecked/topic/653297/ yinyang (accessed August 30, 

2011). 

 
59

. The symmetrical patterns with “S” linear division shows the main idea of the 

Yingyang ideology. 
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While these concepts are shared in other philosophical systems outside of Asia, 

Pan drew his inspiration from the Chinese expressions of what we might see as 

universal principles.  

Ying and Yang 

At least three main features of “Ying and Yang” are displayed in the 

composition of concerto.  They are: (1) “Bipolar Tendency”, such as the relationship 

of fast and slow, high and low, primary and sub-ordinary, reality and illusion,.(2) 

“Symmetrical Balance”, such as the natural phenomena of the similar temperatures 

between spring and fall and morning and evening, (3) Complementariness in nature, 

such as the cooperative relationship between the female and male of human being.  

The Macrocosm and Microcosm Concept 

Regarding the Chinese cosmology of the Macrocosm and Microcosm
60

, there 

are two essential meanings: (1) the unity of orders of the Yin and Yang associated with 

the three main features mentioned above, as well as (2) the idea that each Yin and 

                                                 
60

. “…The universe is viewed as a hierarchically organized organism in which 

every part reproduces the whole. The human being is a microcosm (small world) 

corresponding rigorously to this macrocosm (large world); the body reproduces the plan 

of the cosmos. Between humans and the world there exists a system of correspondences 

and participations that the ritualists, philosophers, alchemists, and physicians have 

described but certainly not invented. This originally magical feeling of the integral unity 

of mankind and the natural order has always characterized the Chinese mentality, and the 

Daoists especially have elaborated upon it…” Encyclopedia Britannica Online, 

Academic Edition, s.v. “yingyang,” 

http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/ 

topic/582972/Daoism/59715/Concepts-of-the universe-and-natural-order (accessed 

August 30, 2011). 

http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/380333/microcosm
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/1515671/Cosmos
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/
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Yang forces themselves also have the aspects of Yin and Yang
61

.  The idea of further 

division of Yin and Yang aspects maybe illustrated by the following picture (see fig. 

30): 

 

                    

 

Figure 30. The Subdivision of “Yin and Yang” within “Yin” and “Yang” 

 

As the traditional Western cosmology of Macrocosm and Microcosm
62

, 

traditional Chinese philosophers believe that all objects in the universe ranging from 

                                                 
61

. The idea that Chinese philosophers usually refer as “Yang within Yin while Yin 

within Yang.” 

 
62

. “The advanced ethics and political theories sometimes ascribed to 

Pythagoreanism may to some extent reflect ideas later developed in the circle of Archytas, 

the leading 4th-century Pythagorean. But …and perhaps the drawing of a parallelism 

between the macrocosm (the universe) and the microcosm (humankind), in which (for 

instance) the Pythagorean idea that the cosmos is an organism was applied to the state, 

which should thus mix monarchy, oligarchy, and democracy into a harmonic 

whole—these were all universalized." Encyclopæ dia Britannica Online, Academic 

Edition, s. v. "Pythagoreanism," http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/ 

EBchecked/topic/485235/Pythagoreanism (accessed January 24, 2012); “ …Cardinal 

Nicholas of Cusa, whose broad scholarship and scientific approach anticipated the 

coming Renaissance, continued the tradition into the 15th century. The “learned 

ignorance,” in which a man separates himself from every affirmation, can have positive 

results, in Nicholas’ view, because man is a microcosm within the macrocosm (or 

universe), and the God of the macrocosm is thus mirrored in all of his 

creatures…”Encyclopæ dia Britannica Online, Academic Edition, s. v. "pantheism," 

http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library. 

arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/441533/pantheism (accessed January 24, 2012).  

http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/388855/monarchy
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/427558/oligarchy
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/157129/democracy
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/%20EBchecked/topic/485235/Pythagoreanism
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/%20EBchecked/topic/485235/Pythagoreanism
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/414150/Nicholas-Of-Cusa
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/380333/microcosm
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the smallest to the biggest elements are organized in and operated by certain natural 

order.  These elements, although in different scales and hierarchies, may share the 

same natural orders or cosmos.  For example, the Chinese cosmology traditionally 

believes that all substances in the Universe that are tangible have aspects of Yin and 

Yang.  The phenomena of the nature, in larger scale or macrocosmic scope, such as 

the moon and sun as well as in smaller scale or microcosmic scope, such as the female 

and male, are all in the Yin and Yang relationship.  

According to Lin-Huei Tsai, Hwang-Long Pan’s music invokes the concepts of  

Yin and Yang cosmology.
63

  In the cello concerto, the pitches appearing in the higher 

register express Yang energy while those of the lower register reflect the Yin energy 

(see fig. 31).  Hwang-Long Pan even adopts the double stave system for the  

convenience of notating such large leaping throughout the whole piece.
64

  Another  

example of Yang against Yin is the faster notes in the bass stave, such as the sixteenth  

notes in the bass stave, play against the longer note values in the treble stave (see  

fig. 32).  These two examples of music are selected from the second primary  

thematic material in the group of three primary thematic materials written for and  

recurring in the solo cello part, such as in mm. 16-28 in the first movement.  

 

                                                                                                                                                 

 
63

. Interview with Lin-Huei Tsai, Department of Music, School of Music, Taipei  

National University of the Arts, Taipei, August 14, 2011.  

 
64

. Hwang-Long Pan’s use of the double stave system for notating the solo cello in 

this piece maybe influenced by Isang Yun.  For instance, Isang Yun, Hwang-Long Pan’s 

teacher in Germany, also adopts the double stave system for notating the solo cello in his 

cello concerto (1975-1976). 
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Figure 31. Solo Cello in mm. 16-18 in the First Movement  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Solo Cello in m. m. 21-23 in the First Movement 
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The Influence of Music for Pipa and Gu-zheng                 

The Viola Concerto can be viewed as an “avatar” of a pipa concerto.  

Numerous timbres and performance practice are transferred from pipa music.  The 

connotation of music of the Viola Concerto is much understandable from the view 

point of pipa music. 

Noteworthy are the agile sixteenth and grace notes in the bass staff, preceding 

the longer notes in the treble, played on the open strings by the solo cello in mm. 21-23 

in the first movement (see fig. 32).  The musical figures and the resonance of the open 

strings mentioned above actually imitate the characteristic musical features and 

performance practice of the pipa, a four stringed Chinese instrument that resembles the 

Lute
65

. 

The extensive use of consecutive pitches of open strings-C2, G2, D3, A3 are in 

the harmony of pitch structure B (see fig. 33) which is designed at the very beginning 

in his concept sketch.  The pitch structure B, although constructed based on the 

quintal relationship, in this case, is also in the pattern of scale that usually contains the 

notes-C2, G2, D3 and A3.  In that, these short notes played by the open strings create 

a strong resonance that accompanies the longer notes in the treble staves and fortifies 

the dynamic levels of the passage.   

  

                                                 
65

. The pipa plays an important role as the conductor in the ensemble of Nan-Kuan 

music. 
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Figure 33. The Pitch Structure B and Pitch Structure C 

 

 In typical pipa music, grace note arpeggiations that precede melodic 

fragments are played by robust open string strumming.  These strummed chords can 

be executed from right to left and left to right, which respectively referred to as Sao
66

 

                                                 
66

. “Forefinger flicks outward from right to left, simultaneously plucking all four 

strings to achieve one sound.  Sounds produced by this technique are usually sweeping 

and loud.” Samuel, Shengmiao, Wong, "Plucked Stringed Instruments." Atlas Ensemble. 

http://www.atlasensemble.nl/assets/files/instruments/Pipa/Pipa%20by%20Samuel% 

20Wong%20Shengmiao.pdf (accessed August 24, 2011). 

http://www.atlasensemble.nl/assets/files/
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and Fu
67

.  The strumming’s lingering sonorities often serve as an accompaniment to 

the melodic line and provide dynamic support.  This style of pipa performance 

typically appears in the Wu-Qu, literally meaning martial tunes,
68

 such as the famous 

pipa piece- “Ambush from Ten Sides.”
69

 

 The composers of traditional Chinese music are interested in creation of the sound 

effect that imitates various types of sounds in the nature, daily life, events and etc.  

Several special timbres transferred from pipa music also occur in the Viola Concerto, 

including the imitation of sounds of explosion, Chinese percussive instruments 

screaming of war horses and fluttering of wings of wild goose.  The first one is the 

pizzicato to be executed by the thumb rather than index finger for the maximum 

acoustic effect.  The use of the thumb for pizzicato for creating a powerful sonority 

comes from the special technique of pai [拍] used by pipa players
70

 (see fig. 34). For 

instance, in pipa’s music-“Ambush from Ten Sides,” the sound generated by the 

                                                 
67

. “Thumb plucks all four strings from left to right to achieve one sound.  Often 

used together with sao for a sweeping effect.  Sounds produced by this technique are 

usually forceful and loud.” Samuel, Shengmiao, Wong, "Plucked Stringed Instruments." 

Atlas Ensemble. http://www.atlasensemble.nl/assets/files/instruments/Pipa/ 

Pipa%20by%20Samuel%20Wong%20Shengmiao.pdf (accessed August 24, 2011). 

 
68

. The pipa music is usually divided into two categories-Wen Qu (civil music) and 

Wu Qu (martial music). 

 
69

. Chinese: 十面埋伏; pinyin: shí miàn mái fú 

 
70

. “Symbol: L, Pai, Simplified Denotation: Thumb plucks string upwards and 

releases. A heavier force used in plucking would sound like the attack of the string.” 

Samuel, Shengmiao, Wong, "Plucked Stringed Instruments." Atlas Ensemble. 

http://www.atlasensemble.nl/assets/files/instruments/Pipa/Pipa%20by%20Samuel 

%20Wong%20Shengmiao.pdf (accessed August 24, 2011).  

 

http://www.atlasensemble.nl/assets/files/
http://www.atlasensemble.nl/assets/files/
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technique of pai depicts the explosion of gunpowder during ancient warfare
71

.  The 

sound effect of pai resembles the Bartok Pizzicato (notated: ), therefore Pan uses 

the symbol of to notate the sound effect of pai in this piece (see mm. 41 in fig. 

34).  

 

 

Figure 34. Viola Concerto, first movement, mm. 38-42 (viola solo) 

 

The next interesting timbre frequently seen in the Viola Concerto is the rather 

short tone with little resonance in the high register carried out by pizzicato on the high 

positions of viola. This sound resembles the timbre resulting from the technique of 

zhai
72

[摘] used by pipa performers. We hear this in the viola part on pitches g3 and c3 

                                                 
71

. Xin Tang, “On the Art Characteristics of Ambush from Ten Sides,” Art and 

Literature for the Masses, no. 6 (July 2011), under “Starlunwen,” http://www.starlunwen. 

net/ wenxuepinglun/111662.html (accessed April 13, 2013). 
72

. “Zhai [摘], Simplified Denotation: Thumb press against string while the 

forefinger and middle finger flicks outwards from right to left below the thumb.  The 

sound has been likened to spoons being hit as percussion instrument.” Samuel, 

Shengmiao, Wong, "Plucked Stringed Instruments." Atlas Ensemble. 

http://www.atlasensemble.nl/ 

assets/files/instruments/Pipa/Pipa%20by%20Samuel%20Wong%20Shengmiao.pdf 

(accessed August 24, 2011). 

 

http://www.starlunwen/
http://www.atlasensemble.nl/%20assets/files/
http://www.atlasensemble.nl/%20assets/files/
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performed in the twelfth position in mm. 5 in the first movement (see fig. 35).  “The 

timbre of zhai generally imitates either Bangzi (see fig. 36), a Chinese percussive 

instrument or Temple Block (see fig. 37), which probably follows the convention of 

Ensemble style of Jiangnan Sizhu.”
73

  

 

Figure 35. Banzi-like Articulation on Pitches g3 and c3. Performed in the Twelfth 

Position on Solo Viola in mm. 5 in the First Movement. 

 

 

      

Figure 36. Bangzi, source: http://originsofmusic-china.blogspot.com/ 

                                                 
73

. Jie-Ming Du, interview by author through on-line messenger, April 14, 2013; 

“…The term sizhu is a 20th-century term that refers to the folk ensembles that first 

appeared in the Ming (1368–1644) and Qing (1644–1911/12) dynasties and have 

continued to the present day. Many regional variants exist, but the most influential has 

been the Jiangnan sizhu, which in the 19th century became established south of the 

Yangtze River, especially in the cities of southeast Jiangsu and northern Zhejiang 

provinces...” Encyclopedia Britannica Online, Academic Edition, s.v. “sizhu,” 

http://www.britannica.com. ezproxy1. library.arizona.edu EBchecked/topic/653297/ 

yinyang (accessed August 30, 2011). 

http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/317225/Jiangsu
http://www.britannica.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/EBchecked/topic/108412/Zhejiang
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Figure 37. Temple Block, Source: http://originsofmusic-china.blogspot.com/ 

 

The third sound effect in the Viola Concerto is the imitation of the screaming of 

the war horses, which Pan transferred from the passages mimicking the screaming of 

war horses in “Ambush from Ten Sides.”  This is executed by playing consecutive 

trills in the high positions on viola (see fig. 38).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 38. The Sound Imitating the Screaming of War Horses in the Solo Viola in mm.  

19-22 in the First Movement of the Viola Concerto 
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     The last special effect is the timbre that imitates the sounds of fluttering wings of 

wild geese in the fourth movement of the Viola Concerto which is executed by col legno, 

played with the wooden side of the bow. Pan calls for a separate bow stroke for each 

pitch (see fig. 39). Another type requires consecutively bouncing col legno played in one 

bow (see fig. 40) and for the third type the player consecutively bounces the wood of the 

bow on the sound points gradually moving either toward or away from the bridge to 

create a  noise that resembles glissando (see fig. 41).  This type of timbre in the Viola 

Concerto (see fig. 42) imitates the sound of the fluttering wings of wild geese alighting 

on a sandy beach, a sonic image that originally appears in a famous classical pipa 

piece-“Wild Geese Descending on a Sandy Beach” [平沙落雁, Pin Yin: Pingsha Luo Yan] 

where the pipa player taps the strings of pipa with his right hand. 

                      

Figure 39. Col Legno Played in Separate Bow 

 

 

Figure 40. Col Legno Played in One Bow 

 

 
 

Figure 41. Col Legno Played in One Bow as Sound Points moving either toward or away  

from the Bridge, generating delicate noises resemblance to glissando 
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Figure 42. Col Legnos in the Viola Solo in mm. 14-15 in the Fourth Movement  

 

Timbre is a core element in Hwang Long Pan’s music and many of the tone colors 

in the concerto come from his imitation of Chinese instruments. Chinese plucking 

instruments, such as gu-zheng
74

, qin
75

, and pipa, produce distinctive vibrato sounds. 

There are basically two types of vibrato on the pipa,  One is executed by the alternation 

of different contact points on the string, the same way that players create vibrato on 

Western string instruments.  The other is produced by the quick alternation of pulling 

and releasing of the particular string of Pipa, back and forth.  By doing this, one can 

create an exaggerated and strong vibrato.   

                                                 
74

. Gu-Zheng is a traditional Chinese plucked zither usually equipped with 

twenty-one strings. 

 
75

. “Seven-string plucked zither of China. Though indigenous to China, the qin 

(pron. ‘chin’, also known as guqin, ‘ancient qin’) belongs to the family of long zithers in 

East Asia. Discussed here are construction, tunings and notation; for history and 

performance traditions…” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, s.v. "Qin," 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/ 

grove/music/47071 (accessed March 10, 2013). 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/
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Unlike pipa, performers of gu-zheng and qin generate the vibrato only by alternation 

of the changes of string pressure. Vibratos on the gu-zheng are achieved by repeatedly 

pressing the strings with the left hand in a vertical rather than horizontal motion 

commonly seen in the other instruments.  There are four types of tremolo or vibrato in 

gu-zheng performance, including yin, rou, zhan and fang. These four types of 

ornamentation can be, in some way, viewed as the vibratos at different frequencies with 

different widths. Yin is a soft and lyric vibrato while the zhan is a strong, fast and 

dramatic vibrato.  Within the interval of a second, rou is a rather slow vibrato, causing 

the two alternating notes to be heard more clearly than in yin and zhan.  Fang is an 

extremely slow vibrato that is actually a glissando.  Fang is probably the most unique 

timbre among these four types of tremolos.  Rou and fang thus can be categorized as 

“pitch bend.”   

In mm. 12-13 of fourth movement of his viola concerto, Pan requires the harp to 

produce an imitation of the gu-zheng’s glissando-fang.  This glissando, unlike the 

normal glissando produced through sliding on the strings, is achieved by the repeated  

pressing of the strings.  Hwang Long Pan uses the harp’s special technique-glissés de 

pédales
76

 to create the tone color similar to the fang glissando associated with the 

gu-zheng (see fig. 43).   

                                                 
76

. “(3) Glissando de Pédale: Pedal slide: play only the first note(s), letting the 

strings vibrate freely. Then move pedal in rhythm and direction indicated producing the 

desired note(s). A more commonly known term is glissés de pédales.” Isabelle Perrin and 

Barbara Fackler, “A Guide to Harp Notation Used in the Compositions of Bernard 

Andrès,”entry posted June 13, 2010, http://www.hornandharp.com/publications/images/ 

andresNotations.pdf (accessed March 11, 2013). 

 

http://www.hornandharp.com/publications/images/%20andresNotations.pdf
http://www.hornandharp.com/publications/images/%20andresNotations.pdf
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Figure 43. Harp part, mm. 12-13 in the fourth movement of Pan’s Viola Concerto. 

 

The Influence of the Chinese Flutes Di and Xiao 

     Many of the ornaments used extensively in the concerto are imitations of the 

common ornamentation improvised in Chinese folk music played on the di and xiao 

flutes. One ornament frequently heard in the concerto is the long continuous trill,which is 

called Zhan Yin or Chanyin
77

 (顫音) typical of the musical language of di. We hear this 

technique in mm. 22-24 of the first movement of the Viola Concerto (see fig. 44) 

 In the concerto, there are also many phrases that end with staccato.  This sound is 

reminiscent of the Chinese flute technique known as Zeng Yin
78

 (贈音), literally “The 

                                                 
77

. “Chanyin, ‘shaking note,’ is a trill; a short trill consists of the addition of a 

single occurrence of an upper neighbor note followed by a return to the main note, while 

a longer trill, not as commonly played, consists of many oscillations between a note and 

its upper neighbor.” John Lawrence Witzleben, “THREE: Instruments” in Silk Bamboo 

Music in Shanghai: Jiangnan Sizhu Instrumental Ensemble Tradition. (Kent, Ohio: The 

Kent State University Press, 1995), 39. 

 
78

. “Zengyin, ‘presenting note’ (example 3.1e), is an upper neighbor note added to 

the end of a sustained note. It is played lightly and quickly and, when executed correctly, 

gives the sense of an upward turn in the note’s shape rather than a movement to another 

pitch.” John Lawrence Witzleben, “THREE: Instruments” in Silk Bamboo Music in 

Shanghai: Jiangnan Sizhu Instrumental Ensemble Tradition. (Kent, Ohio: The Kent State 

University Press, 1995), 39. 
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Tone that give as a present”. Phrases that close with staccato are commonly seen in 

Chinese folk music, such as Nan-Kuan. (See fig. 45-47).  

 A third technique known as Hua-She
79

 (花舌), literally “Flower Tongue” is a kind of 

“Flutter Tonguing”, is executed by the flutter tonguing while exhaling the air pressure 

into the Di.  It creates a quality of sound similar to continuous staccatos. (see fig. 48). 

  

                                                                                                                                                 

 
79

. “Flutter tonguing has been used in di-zi, so-na and shen performances for a 

long time. It is not an articulation, but a special tonal effect….The most common way 

of achieving this technique is to roll the tongue rapidly against the roof of the mouth as 

in rolling the letter ‘r’ in German or double ‘rr’ in Spanish.  This produces a very fast 

tremolo…,” Ming Li, “Di Zi: The History and Peformance Practice of the Chinese 

Bamboo Transverse Flute,” D.M.A.diss., Florida State University, 1995. 
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Figure 44. Long continuous trills in mm. 22-24 in the First Movement are the imitation of  

the music languages of di. (From the original version of concerto written for Cello) 
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Figure 45. Solo Viola in mm. 1-3 in the first Movement: Imitation of the Zheng-yin.   

Each short phrase ends with short staccato note. 

 

 

 

Figure 46. Solo Viola in mm. 16-18 in the First Movement, with syncopated phrases   

that end with staccato notes. 
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Figure 47. Solo Viola in mm. 21-22 in the First Movement. Shot phrases are ended   

with short staccato notes in mm. 21 and 22. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 48. Flute in mm. 49 in the Second Movement: Imitation of the tone color of Di’s 

Hua-she (花舌) 
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Another sound used in the concerto is Qi-chong
80

[氣沖], a distinctive timbre 

commonly heard in the music for end-blown flutes such as the Chinese xaio or the 

Japanese shakuhachi.
81

 Qi-chong is executed by “blowing with sudden strong air 

pressure for expressing the dynamics in terms of its energy as well as emotional change.”
 

82
 (see fig. 49).   

 

 

 
 

Figure 49. Flute in mm. 66 in the Second Movement: Imitation of the tone color of    

xiao and shakuhachi’s Qi-chong 

 

 

 

                                                 
80

. Jin-Dong Liao, “Performing Qin and Discussing Xiao,” The Beautiful Music 

expressing heart: The sensibility world of Dong-Xiao, http://donsiau.net/teach.htm# 

%E4%B8%89%20%E6%B0%A3%E5%8B%95%E9%9F%B3 (accessed March 8, 2013). 

 
81

. Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, s.v. "Shakuhachi," http://www. 

oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/2557

2 (accessed April 13, 2013). 

 
82

. Jin-Dong Liao, “Performing Qin and Discussing Xiao,” The Beautiful Music 

expressing heart: The sensibility world of Dong-Xiao, http://donsiau.net/teach.htm# 

%E4%B8%89%20%E6%B0%A3%E5%8B%95%E9%9F%B3 (accessed March 8, 2013). 
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The Concept of Bone and Flesh 

 “Bone and flesh” is a concept derived from the ancient Chinese music of 

Nan-Kuan.
83

 In a traditional Nan-Kuan ensemble, two contrasting textures are combined 

to create its distinct sound.  Two plucked string instruments, the pipa and san-xian, add 

sharp and short articulations to the musical texture (see figs. 50, 51 and 52).  Meanwhile, 

the dong-xiao, a vertical bamboo flute, and er-xian, a two-stringed bowed fiddle, jointly 

sustain long tones (see figs. 53 and 54), filling the gap between the two plucked 

instruments, just as the flesh fills in the spaces between the bones.
84

 These opposite, yet 

complimentary, textures are characterized as the “bone” and “flesh,” which also signify 

the yang and yin.
85

 

 

                                                 
83

. Alan R. Thrasher and others, “China, §IV: Living Traditions, 4: Instrumental 

Music, (i): Ensemble Traditions, e): Fujian and Guangdong Ensembles,” in Grove Music 

Online, Oxford Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy1.library. 

arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/43141pg4 (accessed March 1, 2012). See also 

Tsang-Houei Hsu, “Investigation and Research Report on Lu-Kang's Nankuan: A 

Preserved Chinese Traditional Music,” in vol. 2 of Ethnomusicological Essays (Taipei, 

Taiwan: Charm of Music, 1979), 25-39. 

84
. The ensemble style of Nan-Kuan that was once prevalent during the Tang 

(618-907 A. D.) and Song (960-1979 A. D.) dynasties is in some way similar to the 

“Broken Consort” used in the Elizabethan period in England from the late 16
th

 to early 

18
th

 centuries.  Both ensemble types feature plucked instruments, bowed instruments 

and winds.  However, the instruments in the European concerts were different from the 

Chinese traditional instruments and Nan-Kuan music is almost one thousand years older.  

Thus, there is no direct relationship between the Bone and Flesh idea in Nan-Kuan and 

the Elizabethan Broken Consort, despite the shared principle of the texture.  

 
85

. Yu Jen Sung, “The Innovation Rooted in the Tradition: Pan Hwang-Long’s, 

Tzeng Shing-Kwei’s, and Chien Nan-Chang’s Works during Their Study in Germany as 

Examples,” Guandu Music Journal 8 (2008): 91. 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy1.library/
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Figure 50. Woman Holding Pipa, source: http://blog.sina.com.tw/wiwienen/article. 

php?pbgid=323&entryid=606620 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
    

    

Figure 51. Pipa, source: http://www.dhgate.com/new-chinese-electric-music-instruments- 

pear/p-ff808081292a0167012936fbd9d26dd5.html 

  

http://blog.sina.com.tw/wiwienen/article
http://www.dhgate.com/new-chinese-electric-music-instruments-%20pear/p-ff808081292a0167012936fbd9d26dd5
http://www.dhgate.com/new-chinese-electric-music-instruments-%20pear/p-ff808081292a0167012936fbd9d26dd5
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Figure 52. San-xian, source: http://arts.cultural-china.com/en/94Arts7457.html. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 53. Don-xiao, source: http://taiwanpedia.culture.tw/web/content?ID=10601 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://arts.cultural-china.com/en/94Arts7457.html
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Figure 54. Er-xian, source: http://www.hakka.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=8641&ctNode= 

708&mp=278 

 

 

 

 

The “bone and flesh” relationship is also present in the Viola Concerto. Here, Pan 

translates the short/long texture of Nan-Kuan for marimba and vibraphone, two modern 

orchestral percussion instruments. The marimba plays detached eighth notes preceded by 

quick grace notes an octave above the principal note (see fig. 55). The pitch content in the 

marimba part is taken from Structure A. The vibraphone simultaneously plays dotted 

quarter notes with sustained ties. Although struck, the vibraphone possesses a suitable 

resonance for the effect of sustained sound at this duration. This inventive orchestration 

gives new life to the tradition of the “bone and flesh.” This is one of many examples from 

the Viola Concerto where Pan translates traditional Eastern musical characteristics for 

modern symphony orchestra. 

 

  

http://www.hakka.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=8641&ctNode=%20708&mp=278
http://www.hakka.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=8641&ctNode=%20708&mp=278
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Figure 55. Cello Concerto, first movement, mm. 12-14 (percussion) 

 

Shadow Casting Method 

Hwang Long Pan uses a method he calls shadow casting to pursue diversified unity.  

Shadow Casting Method refers to a superior-subordinate relationship, a relationship 

between objects and their shadows, brought forth by overlapping diverse sounds.  The 

relationship between objects and shadow comes from the idea of the natural phenomenon 

that shadows seem to inseparably follow the persons under the sun light.  The object and 

shadow signify the reality and unreality as well as Yang and Yin.  The objects and 

shadows here represent different voices in music.  Moreover, the theory basically 

emphasizes the inseparable superior-subordinate relationship, thus object voice and 

shadow voice can be, for instance, in unison, parallel and contrapuntal as long as the 

shadow voices are in some way follow the object voices. 

 In the first movement, the passage between the third beat of m. 22 and m. 24 (see 

fig. 56) is composed by this rationale which has one object against three shadows. The 

object voice is the cello/viola solo as well as the first, second and third shadow voices 

respectively are percussion, woodwind and brass and the string sections.  Moreover, the 
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object and second shadow which respectively are cello/viola solo part and percussion are 

almost in unison during the first three beats.  Furthermore, the second shadow is the 

woodwind and brass in mm. 22-24.  In the second half of the m. 22, the horn, clarinet, 

oboe and flute take turns to perform the notes that are either in unison or parallel to that 

in the instrument of cello/viola solo.  Also in mm. 23-24, the bassoon part and the 

cello/viola solo are parallel.  Finally, the part of violin I and the part of cello/viola solo 

in the m. 22 is in unison.  In mm. 23-24, the first violin, second violin, viola and double 

bass take turns to plays the melody of the object voice.   
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Figure 56. Measures 22-24 in the First Movement (The original version of concerto 

written for Cello) 
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CHAPTER 5. COMPOSITIONAL STRATEGIES 

 

Theory and Application of Pitch Structures 

We have used the term Pitch Structures in this document to stand for a set of 

pitches with certain intervallic order used in Hwang-Long Pan’s harmonic ideology 

(see figs.57-61). The Pitch Structure is an interval-based harmonic system within an 

octave that is different from the pitch-class set system. It is a fundamental unit in 

Hwang-Long Pan’s compositional system.
86

  

Pan's concept of pitch structure was influenced by European compositional 

trends after World War II. A pitch structure is a set of pitches at different intervals and 

may be applied to a whole composition. Pitches from the pitch structure may be freely 

selected in any order, and multiple pitch structures may be employed simultaneously. 

The pitch structure may be transposed or inverted; however, the intervals within the 

structure must be strictly maintained. The pitches in a pitch structure are not treated as 

equivalent under octave transposition; they are not pitch-classes. The pitch structure 

concept shares with Schoenberg’s system the preservation of characteristic intervals, 

but unlike Schoenberg’s system, the order of pitches is not essential to application of 

the structure. While Pan’s pitch structures form the basis for his harmonies and 

                                                 
86

. Hwang-Long Pan, “The Music Composition Transferred from the Idea of the 

Poetic Simile,” lecture handout (Taipei, Taiwan: Taipei National University of the Arts, 

1990), 2-3. 
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melodies, the use of pitches outside the pitch structure is permissible and, in practice, 

very common.
87

 

Jin-Ming Luo published two of Pan's compositional sketches for the Viola 

Concerto (see appxs. J-L).
88

 These sketches show the pitch structures and thematic 

material utilized in the final Viola Concerto.  A formal analysis can be constructed on 

appearances of this material and its manipulation.  There are seven pitch structures used 

in the Viola Concerto
89

.  They appear without titles in the compositional sketch. I will 

refer to them as Structures A-E for convenience of analysis.  They are presented here in 

annotated form (see figs. 57-61).  Structure A consists of regularly decreasing intervals 

(major-seventh, minor seventh, etc.).  It is also found in inverted form (labeled A(i)), 

where the intervals increase (see fig. 57).  Structure D and E both consist of axis notes 

(in the examples: both are middle-C) and expanding intervals in both directions (see fig. 

60-61).  Structure B and its inversion B (i) respectively consists of stacked perfect fifths, 

analogous to the open string of the cello or viola as well as stacked perfect fourths
90

 (see 

                                                 
87

. These “non-structure tones” are typically ornamental; the distinction between 

pitch structure tones and non-structure tones does not present a considerable obstacle to 

analysis. 

88
. Luo, The Music Dream, 183-185. 

89
. The seven Pitch Structure are A and its inversion, Pitch Structure A(i), Pitch 

Structures B and its inversion, Pitch Structure B(i), Pitch Structure C as well as Pitch 

Structure D.  

 
90

. The extensive use of consecutive pitches of open strings-C2, G2, D3, A3 are 

in the harmony of pitch structure B (see fig. 50) which is designed at the very beginning 

in his concept sketch.  The pitch structure B, although constructed based on the quintal 

relationship, in this case, is also in the pattern of scale that usually contains the notes-C2, 

G2, D3 and A3.  In that, these short notes played by the open strings create a strong 
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fig. 58).  Structure C is derived from Structure B; each perfect fifth is “filled-in” with a 

minor-third and minor-second (see fig. 59).  Note that none of these structures reiterate 

at the octave, and structures C, D and E are inversionally invariant.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 57. Pitch Structures A and its inversion, A(i) (fig. 57 duplicates fig. 5) 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 

resonance that accompanies the longer notes in the treble staves and fortifies the dynamic 

levels of the passage.  The musical figures and the resonance of the open strings 

mentioned above actually imitate the characteristic musical features and performance 

practice of pipa, a four stringed Chinese instrument that resembles the Lute. 
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Figure 58. Pitch Structures B and its inversion, B(i) (fig. 58 duplicates fig. 6)  
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Figure 59. Pitch Structures B and C
91

(fig. 59 duplicates figs. 10 and 33)  

  

                                                 
91

. The extensive use of consecutive pitches of open strings-C2, G2, D3, A3 are in 

the harmony of pitch structure B (see fig. 10) which is designed at the very beginning in 

his concept sketch.  The pitch structure B, although constructed based on the quintal 

relationship, in this case, is also in the pattern of scale that usually contains the notes-C2, 

G2, D3 and A3.  In that, these short notes played by the open strings create a strong 

resonance that accompanies the longer notes in the treble staves and fortifies the dynamic 

levels of the passage.  The musical figures and the resonance of the open strings 

mentioned above actually imitate the characteristic musical features and performance 

practice of pipa, a four stringed Chinese instrument that resembles the Lute. 
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Figure 60. Pitch Structure D < 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 > (fig. 60 duplicates       

fig. 11) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 61. Pitch Structure E < 7, 6, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 > (fig. 61 duplicates     

fig. 13) 
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Figures 62 and 63 reproduce the first ten measures of the solo viola (cello) part. 

The unusual pitch arrangements are fully explained in reference to Pitch Structures A, 

A(i), and C. The pertinent structures are places above or below their application. Black 

note-heads in these structure-reference examples refer to pitches not used in the musical 

example. Here, the structures are presented one at a time, although in close proximity. 

 

 

Figure 62. Cello Concerto, first movement, mm. 1-4 (cello solo) 
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Figure 63. Cello Concerto, first movement, mm. 4-10 (cello solo) 

 

Figure 64 utilizes Structure C exclusively. The unusual and fragmented motivic 

ideas in the cello and clarinet part are accounted for. Structure C, composed of 

minor-thirds and minor-seconds, appears reminiscent of the octatonic scale. Yet, it is 

fundamentally unlike any traditional scale because it does not reiterate at the octave.  
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Figure 64. Cello Concerto, first movement, mm. 47-48 (clarinet) and mm. 56-57 

(cello solo) 

 

 

Similarly, figure 65 can be explained as a derivation of Structure C. It has been 

edited so non-structure notes appear as black note-heads. Such notes are mainly 

ornamental and do not detract from the pervading Structure C organization. 
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Figure 65. Cello Concerto, second movement, mm. 17-27 (cello solo) 

 

Figure 66 reproduces mm. 44-47 of the solo viola part in the third movement and 

utilizes Structure C exclusively.  Similarly, black note-heads in these structure-reference 

examples refer to pitches not used in the musical example. 
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Figure 66. Viola Concerto, third movement, mm. 44-47 (Viola Solo) 

 

 

Figure 67 illustrates the technique of simultaneously combined structures. The 

wide leaps and unusual intervals derive from a complex combination of Structures A, C, 

and E. 
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Figure 67. Cello Concerto, first movement, mm. 22-24 (cello solo) 

 

The Stratum Principle 

Stratum Principle is one of the most frequent composing techniques that Hwang 

Long, Pan uses in developing his music with heterophony roots.  He favors long phrases 

ornamented by trills that in turn appears in different voices, as you can see the woodwind 

section in m. 17 in the first movement (see fig. 68) and the woodwind section in mm. 

22-24 in the first movement (see fig. 69).  Such accumulation of long ornamented 

phrases with different tone colors from different instruments is similar to Schoenberg’s 

“Klangfarbenmelodie”. Furthermore, the frequent use of trills for ornamentation, such as 

the long lasting trilled notes in m. 17 in the first movement, comes from the imitation of 

the trills and appoggiaturas in Chinese folk flutes.   
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Figure 68. Measures 16-18 in the First Movement (The original version of concerto 

written for Cello) 
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Figure 69. Measures 22-24 in the First Movement (fig. 69 duplicates fig. 54) (The 

original version of concerto written for Cello) 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The significance of the composition of the Viola Concerto by Hwang-Long Pan 

is the success of Pan’s creation of his unique musical language, which comes from the 

genuine synthesis of Western and Eastern music elements. Pan’s deep understanding of 

both Western music, particularly modern West-European music, and East Asian music, 

allows him to make an elaborate fusion of these elements in the creation of his own 

musical language.
92

  In his Viola Concerto, Pan incorporates symmetry, a universal 

principle, as the major foundation for the merger of Western and Eastern elements.  

With symmetry as the basis, Pan develops and adds the new timbres and performance 

concepts that come from various aspects of Western and Eastern practices
93

.   

                                                 
92

. “In 1991, Hwang-Long Pan, in the preface of the concert program note-‘The 

Bipolar Conversation between Tradition and Modern (Times) in the Identity of the 

Composer,’ wrote about his pluralistic reflection on East and West: “…However, if we 

only stick to tradition (Chinese Music tradition) and ignore modernization (music 

modernism), it will result in handing in a blank and unanswered examination paper (in 

composition); if we only emphasize ‘modernization’ and abandon ‘tradition’, it will end 

up unable to reflect our ethnic characteristics in composition, which is not different from 

others.  Neither way would gain a secure foothold in international music circles, let 

alone a sudden rise of oneself (in the international music circles), developing one’s own 

school of thoughts in composition (music style of one’s own). Ji-Ming Luo, “Looking 

Back at the Sixty Years,” in The Music Dream generated from Ancient and Modern 

Period: Writing about Hwang-Long Pan (Taipei: China Times Publishing Company, 

2005), 245. 

 
93

. Fang-Lin Su, “The Application of the Concept of Heterophony in My Musical 

Composition” (DMA diss., Taipei National University of the Arts, 2007), 1126-127. 

Many   composers in Taiwan have been influenced by Hwang-Long Pan. Examples 

include:  Fang-Lin Hsu, Yi-An Cho, Chen-Hui, Jen. Details of their work is beyond the 

scope of this dissertation.  Even students of Pan’s students are influenced by his 

composition style when designing the music harmony for their works. Examples include:  

Shi-Shyan, Hwan and Cheng-Wei Lee. 
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  The Viola Concerto maybe viewed as an avatar of a “pipa concerto.”  The 

connotation of music of the Viola Concerto is more understandable from the view 

point of pipa music. In the Viola Concerto Pan transferred various timbres and 

performance practices from pipa music. He features the bipolar registers and textures 

in double staves, strong resonance of open strings, as well as the playing techniques of 

pipa, generating timbres imitating various kinds of sounds, including those 

resemblances to Chinese percussive instruments, explosions, screaming of war horses, 

and fluttering of wings of wild geese.  The successful and extensive transferring of 

the timbres and performance practices from pipa music to the cello and viola shows the 

abundant resources of timbres and performance practice in pipa music for a modern 

Chinese compositional language.    

  Pan’s music language displays a homogenous sonority resulting from a blend 

of the two different music cultures. Most significantly, Pan's application of Eastern 

elements is not a superficial use of Chinese instruments or tunes, but is a deeper 

integration of principles drawing upon Eastern aesthetics and philosophy. This more 

elaborate integration of cultural perspectives at the philosophical level makes Pan 

stand out from the other contemporary East-Asian composers.   

We have seen how Pan integrates music materials of Nan-Kuan in his viola 

concerto in order to capture the mood and spirit of music in the Tang and Song Dynasties 

which represent high points of ancient civilization in Chinese history. His use of 

Nan-Kuan in his music further distinguishes him from the other Asian composers.    
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There is a sense of spirit of positivism in Pan’s music. In our examination of the 

viola concerto, we have seen how Pan uses and invented numerous strict and detailed 

notations to assist and ensure the exact sound and the sonic imagery that he wants.
94

  In 

addition to his concerns for accurate realization from the performer, we find there is little 

difference between the main ideas found in his finished works and his conceptional drafts.  

Pan's process of composition is well planned and fully controlled.   

The detailed notation that Pan uses to incorporate tradition Chinese instrumental 

technique into the viola concerto might be applied in others circumstances.  The 

notational systems for traditional Chinese music can be imprecise. Pan’s detailed, strict 

and precise notation system might be used to more accurately describe and record the 

mood and spirit of traditional Chinese music. Pan's detailed and strict notation for both 

Eastern and Western elements not only facilitates the synthesis of the two distinct music 

cultures, but may also serve as a model for future generations of composers. 

Finally, the Viola Concerto, a transcription of Pan's Cello Concerto, may now enter 

the repertory for solo viola as valuable concert music.  This document presents the full 

score of the viola concerto, making it now available to other potential performers. The 

repertoire for viola is comparatively less extensive than for the other string instruments, 

thus transcription and arrangement of the music from the other instruments has become 

                                                 
94

. “…Cong-Xian, Yang, who is the composer and the colleague of Hwang-Long 

Pan in Taipei National University of the Arts, however see the ‘Modernism”: …..Such of 

his persist in the Modernism can be best found during the rehearsals of his works: His 

(way) of notations, instrumentation and the accuracy (control) of the tempi as well as 

especially his demand on the timbre which often reminds us the Modern aesthetics of E. 

Varese‘s Sound as Object”. Ji-Ming Luo, “Looking Back at the Sixty Years,” in The 

Music Dream generated from Ancient and Modern Period: Writing about Hwang-Long 

Pan (Taipei: China Times Publishing Company, 2005), 254.   
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one important way to enrich the repertory. Furthermore, there exists very few other 

concertos for solo viola by Chinese composers.
95

 It is however my sincere hope that 

other composers will be inspired by Pan's remarkable music and be moved to create solo 

music of comparable quality for the viola.  

  

                                                 
95

. The pre-existing viola concertos by Chinese composers are as follows: Xian Shi 

(Tone Poem) (1983) approx. 14’, by Chen Yi; The Stream Flows for Viola Solo (1988) 

approx. 4’, by Bright Sheng; Elegy (1996) for Viola Solo, String, Harp and Percussion by 

Tsung-Hsien Yang; Remembrance (2006) for Viola and Chamber Ensemble, approx. 12’, 

by Shih-Hui Chen. 
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APPENDIX A  

NOTATION OF SPECIAL SYMBOLS 

 

 

 

            “Bartók Pizz.”    

 

                

 

 

 

 

 The abbreviation of Sul ponticello, meaning the sound point to 

be very closed to the bridge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     “Return to the ordinary performing style”    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Shifting from the way of Sul ponticello 

performance to the ordinary. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B%C3%A9la_Bart%C3%B3k
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The special cleff on the top specifying the sound or sounding point (the point of 

contact location on the strings where the bow is placed for sound production).  This 

special cleff is designed based on the images of the fingerboard, bridge and tailpiece and 

usually comes up with the notes on the staff indicating the sound point. The notes here 

point out the sound point rathere than the real pitches or registers.  The higher the 

vertical position of the square notes on the staff, the closer the sound point to the bridge 

and vice versa.  Moreover, the notes on the staff underneath displays the left hand finger 

contact point on the string and the pitch thereof produced by this motion.  

 

 

 

     Playing the ricochet on the specifed sound point on 

the string. 

 

 

 

 

      Playing the ricochet with the sound points moving gradually 

toward the bridge based on the vertical position of the notes on the staff.  
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      Damp string either with next finger of left hand, or release and 

damp lightly with stopping finger
96

.  The muting symbol in Helmut Lachenmann’s 

notating system.  

 

 

 

     Striking the strings followed by immediate muting. 

 

 

 

  
The skill is the same as what is explained on previous illustration but with the  

register shifting that generates the nuisance of sound changes.  

 

 

 

 A sudden glissando shifting to the next note is added to the end of  

the trill notes.. 

 

 

                                                 
96

 Howard R. Risatti, "Strings," in New music vocabulary: a guide to notational 

signs for contemporary music (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1975), 79.   
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 A sudden glissando shifting to the next note is  

added to the end of the fingered trill notes. 

 

 

 

Use the vibrato skill to vibrate the pizzicato tones. 

 

 

 

 The same as the previous one but with an additional descending glissando  

before the strings stop vibrating. 

 

 

 

 

 Playing the bowed tremolo while sliding  

to the upcoming notes. 

 

 

 

 

 

     Glissando with pedal of Timpani 
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                              A great deal of vibrato
97

 or vibrato of  

Exaggeration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                             

 

 

 

Exaggerated tremolo or vibrato followed by Glissando of ascending motion 

 

 

 

. 

  

                                                 
97

 Howard R. Risatti, "Strings," in New music vocabulary: a guide to notational 

signs for contemporary music (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1975), 92. 
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APPENDIX B  

PRIMARY THEMATIC MATERIALS 

 

     (Pan's concept draft, transcribed by the author using Finale software) 
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APPENDIX C 

 THE SECONDARY THEMATIC MATERIALS 

(Pan's concept draft, transcribed by the author using Finale software)    
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APPENDIX D  

OPPOSING REGISTERS IN MM. 16-28 IN THE FIRST MOVEMENT 
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APPENDIX E  

BIPLOAR TEXTURE AND RHYTHM IN MM. 16-28 IN THE FIRST MOVEMENT 
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APPENDIX F 

ILLUSTRATION OF “SYMMETRY BY ROTATION” 

 

“Another possible symmetry operation is a rotation around a point, or a line in three 

variables, exhibited by the letter Z. This letter may be rotated 180 degrees around a point 

to create an image identical to the original.” (Explanation and the three following music 

examples derived from: Larry J. Solomon, “Symmetry as a Compositional Determinant,” 

PhD diss., Rev. ed. (West Virginia University, 2002) in Solomon’s Music Resources, 

http://solomonsmusic.net/diss.htm#Preface (accessed January 18, 2012). 
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APPENDIX G 

 “A ROTATIONAL FIGURE EQUIVALENT TO THE PREVIOUS GRAPHIC 

REPRESENTATION” 
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APPENDIX H 

TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY IS OFTEN COMBINED WITH REFLECTIVE 

SYMMETRY IN MUSIC 

FIGURES WITH TRANSLATIONAL AND REFLECTIVE SYMMETRY: 

a.                                                                                                                                                                      b. 
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APPENDIX I 

 PITCH STRUCTURE B AND C 
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APPENDIX J 

 THE PHOTO OF THE ORIGINAL CONCEPTION SKETCH OF PRIMARY 

THEMATIC MATERIALS 
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APPENDIX K 

 THE PHOTO OF THE ORIGINAL CONCEPTION SKETCH OF SECONDARY 

THEMATIC MATERIALS 
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APPENDIX L 

PAN’S COMPOSITIONAL SKETCHES FOR THE CELLO CONCERTO 
Source: Ji-Min Luo, The Music Dream generated from Ancient and Modern Period: Writing about Hwang Long, Pan (Taipei, Taiwan: China Times, 

2005), 183-185. 
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APPENDIX M 

 LECTURE HANDOUT BY HWANG-LONG PAN 

Source: Hwang-Long, Pan, "The Music Composition transferred from the Idea of the Poetic Simile,” Lecture Handout, Department of Music, School  

of Music, Taipei National University of the Arts, 1993. 
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APPENDIX N 

 ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS OF PITCH STRUCTURES 

 

 
   Movements 

 

 

Pitch 

Structures 

First 

Movement 

Second 

Movement 

Third Movement Fourth 

Movement 

Fifth 

Movement 

Measure Numbers 

A 1-4, 4-10, 
11-14 

 1-6 (All Voices) 

70-71 (Vla Solo) 

52-53  

(Vln I), 

32 (Cl.),  

38 (Hn) 

A (i) 1-4, 11-14  1-6 (All voices) 

72-73 (Db) 

54 

(Vln II), 

19-20 

(Strings), 

B    29-50,  

67-68 (Db) 

 

B (i)    29-50,  

67-68 (Vla),  

67-70 (Vlc), 

 

C 1-4, 4-10, 

47-48 (Cl.), 

56-57 (Vla 

Solo),  

 

 

 

17-27 (Vla 

Solo) 

59-63 (Db), 

61-63 (Vln), 

65-76 (Harp), 

72-73 (Db) 

  

D   44-47, 

64-67 (Vla Solo),  

67-68 (Vla Solo) 

55-56  

(Vln I), 

57 (Db), 

 

 

E 1-4,  59-62 (Vla Solo), 

65-66 (Vln),  

78-83 ( All Voices ) 
 

20-22 (Vlc), 

58-59 (Vlc), 

61-62 (Vlc), 
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APPENDIX O 

 PERMISSION BY THE COMPOSER 
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